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The European debt crisis that first became symptomatic in
Greece, and later metastasized to Ireland, is now threatening
Portugal. Meanwhile, tension between the European debt crisis and
the Dollar continues to affect global financial markets in multiple
ways, some obvious and some not so obvious.
Fears that the debt crisis plaguing the Eurozone could spread to
Spain and Italy have made bond markets skittish while rendering the
Dollar more attractive. However, when worries diminish for whatever
reason, investors become attracted by the high yields being offered
for European debt. As capital flows back into the European bond
markets, demand for Dollars declines. Our recent truism: “when the
Dollar drops, the US equity markets pop,” still applies.
News came out early this week that Japan was planning to buy
Portuguese bonds. This helped to keep Wednesday’s 10-year bond
auction yields down to 6.7%. It was considered a success because
yields stayed below the 7% threshold which proved to be the turning
point for Greece and Ireland. Both of those countries resorted to
bailouts within days of their bond yields exceeding 7%.
As Zero Hedge sarcastically observed, “Literally the entire world
came together to prevent the collapse of the Eurozone by
purchasing Portuguese and Spanish bonds, the Portuguese (and
Spanish bond auctions) were a ‘smashing success.’ After three days
of direct bond buying by the ECB, a direct placement of Portuguese
bonds to China, and Japanese purchasing of billions of bonds as well,
the market is stunned by the fact that Portugal and Spain did not
have bond auction failures.”
Multiple factors are affecting the Dollar and U.S. Equity markets,
including the Euro, the global Foreign Exchange markets and, as
we’ve discussed, the Federal Reserve’s ongoing program of
quantitative easing, now in its second round (“QE2”). Hundreds of
billions of Dollars are being pumped into the economy via the
Federal Reserve’s permanent open market operations (“POMO”), a
mechanism for implementing QE2. This “money printing” is boosting
the equity and commodity markets. As a side effect, a wave of global
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price inflation has engulfed key commodities such
as food. Adhering to nature’s law of unintended
consequences, this has sparked widespread civil
unrest.
Riots over rising food prices have broken out
across the Middle East and India. Rioters in Algeria
and Tunisia set fires and threw stones at police
officers while protesting the rapidly rising cost of
living. At least 14 people were killed in Tunisia
during this week’s riots. Food price inflation in
India is causing serious political tensions. “India’s
main opposition party plans nationwide protests as
rising prices of food including onions and milk roils
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s coalition,
already weakened by corruption charges... In the
past 15 years, Indians have voted out at least two
national governments after inflation eroded the
spending power of the poor.” (Bloomberg)
Meanwhile, billions of Dollars in fresh POMO
money flows into global commodity markets. Phil
commented, “Besides a speculator-fueled buying
frenzy, powered by endless money flows supplied
by Western Central Banks running commodities to
record highs, we now have actual emergencies
like the flooding in Australia and drought in
Russia that have helped send wheat futures up
47% this year. Actual wheat PRICES are up "only"
8% because PEOPLE CAN’T AFFORD TO EAT, but
that won’t stop speculators from doing their best
to collect on those contracts... People are already
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rioting over the 8% increase, where the Hell are
they supposed to get the money for another 37%?”
One might think that news like this would
make investors at least a little cautious. However,
this is not the case. Bullish sentiment has reached
a point where bulls outnumber bears by three to
one! An excess of bullish sentiment might, by
itself, support a good contrarian argument against
the ongoing rally in equities. Pervasive bullishness
combined with current market fundamentals, the
need for QE2 to continue (amid hints of QE3 and
beyond), and the mass outbreak of riots over
runaway inflation, leaves us rather reluctant to
start waving our market rally pompoms.
Phil summarized his thoughts: “On the first
trading day of 2011, we expected January to be
heavily manipulated right up to expiration.
Assuming Lloyd and Co. is being lazy and using the
same Alpha 2 Bot program (shown below) they ran
last January, we are looking for a 300 point run
that tops out at 11,850 on the Dow and 1,285 on
the S&P. We hit that goal on the S&P Wednesday,
to the penny... Now we will see how the next
seven market sessions play out into expiration
day. If we pop higher – we’re off the pattern and
we’ll have to consider leaving the bear camp,
shouting hallelujah and joining the crowd.
However, if we flatline or fail to hold – then
expect the first Member Portfolio of 2011 to be a
bearish one!”
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Monday Market Movement - 10 Days of ’11
Monday was a mixed day for the markets, with
the Dow down 0.32% to 11,638, the S&P down
0.14% to 1,270 and the Nasdaq up 0.17% to 2,708.
European stocks were down as concerns about the
continuing European debt crisis weighed on
investors.
Portugal was in the news as speculation
intensified that it would be forced to seek a fiscal
bailout out due to rising borrowing costs. Gary
Jenkins, head of fixed income at Evolution Securities
noted, “It took Greece 16 days and Ireland 20 days
to request EU/IMF aid after their 10-year yields
breached the 7% level.” Portugal had been through
the 7% barrier previously before yields retracted. On
Monday “the European Central Bank appeared to be
a buyer of Portuguese bonds...helping to send the
10-year yield back to around 6.9%.” (MarketWatch)
German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s chief
spokesman, Steffen Seibert, dropped hints that
Germany might no longer object to restocking or
even expanding the €750Bn European rescue fund.
The cost of insuring Portuguese bonds against
default rose to a record high, and Der Spiegel
magazine reported that officials in France and
Germany will push Portugal to accept a bailout

because there are increasing concerns about Lisbon’s
ability to continue raising money in capital markets.
The European debt crisis is not the only worry
investors have. To quote Hugh Hendry, the CEO of
Eclectica Asset Management, “I see Japan as a
nuclear bomb strapped onto the chest of the Global
Economy.” Hendry is buying CDS’s and betting on the
default of Nippon Steel and other Japanese
companies that he feels have underrated risk
profiles due to heavy ties to China’s economy.
Hendry is also betting that China, the second
largest economy in the world, will experience a
sharp correction due to rampant real estate
speculation. Last spring, Hendry, in a popular
YouTube video, spoke about the multiple empty
skyscrapers in GuangZhou, China’s third largest
city. According to Hendry, there are several large
office towers standing completely empty,
representing literally billions of dollars worth of
misallocated capital in just one location in one
Chinese city.
China also faces a serious problem with inflation.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) reported that record highs in food
prices are posing a major threat to the Asian
economies. Frederic Neumann, regional economist
for HSBC in Hong Kong, declared, “Food price
inflation could really go into double digits across
the region and rise to such an extent that it
undermines the purchasing power of households and
as a result then slows consumer demand and overall
economic growth, and that's a problem for Asian
economic growth. But really it's also a problem for
the rest of the world because as the Asian consumer
increasingly is helping to stabilize world demand,
it's actually a challenge of wider global
significance.”
The Trans-Alaska Pipeline shut down on Saturday,
Jan 8th, due to an oil leak. This had the effect of
driving oil up from Friday’s lows of $87.50 to
Monday’s high of $89.60.
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Take-Off Tuesday - Playing the One-Way Market
Tuesday, the Dow rose 0.3% to 11,672, the S&P
climbed 0.37% to 1,274 and the Nasdaq was up
0.33% to 2,717. The Russell 2000 (RUT) bounced
off 800 but didn’t sustain it. Oil jumped to $91.34
mainly because of the Alaskan pipeline shutdown.
Japan joined with China in supporting the Euro
by pledging to actively participate in this week’s
bond auctions. Finance Minister Yoshihiko Noda
spoke at a news conference in Tokyo where he
remarked, “There is a plan for the euro zone to
jointly issue a large amount of bonds late this
month to raise funds to assist Ireland. It’s
appropriate for Japan to make a contribution as a
leading nation to increase trust in the deal. We
want to buy more than 20 percent.”
News of Japan’s willingness to purchase
European debt helped to boost the Euro Tuesday.
Phil noted, “The IMF (mostly the US) has also
pledged to backstop loans – all this is giving the
Euro a nice 0.5% bounce that has knocked the
dollar down to 81, which is down 0.6% from
yesterday’s open so of course our markets are up
0.6% – THATS WHAT ALWAYS HAPPENS!”
Phil discussed a trade idea based on selling
Apple puts and SPY (the S&P 500 SPDR): “If
someone wants to sell us AAPL at $175 per share
(now $340) in 2013, we will be happy to buy it. If
we are willing to buy 500 shares, then at 50%
margin (1/2 of $175 per share) this would cost us
$43,750. Should AAPL drop to $175 it would then
be a long-term investment for us at 50% off the
current price.
“In exchange for us promising to buy AAPL in
2013, the person who currently owns the stock at
$340 pays us $8 per share now or $4,000. We take
that $4,000, plus $800 more and buy ourselves
1,000 of the SPY 2012 $125 call options and sell
1,000 of the SPY 2012 $135 call options for net
$4.80 each (10 contracts of 100). Now our WORST
CASE is owing 500 shares of AAPL at $175 and our
best case is getting back $10,000 at SPY $135 or
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higher (we always have a $10 advantage over the
caller) against the $800 of cash we laid out. Even
if we had to set aside the entire $43,750 in
margin (it’s actually just $1,755 with an ordinary
margin account), the return is still an attractive
22% but, as I said, over 1,000% on the actual cash
commitment and 500% on cash and ordinary
margin.”

Inside Chat:
Redlog asked Phil: “RE: the AAPL/SPY hedge.
You look to the worse case (scenario) owning
AAPL at 10% of 500k portfolio. Is there a way to
be prudently more aggressive?”
Phil: Conservatism/Red – I would not be more
aggressive right now. Those are great companies
and a sound strategy and the key is you are
FLEXIBLE because if the market flies higher –
THEN you want to be more aggressive and if the
market goes lower – THEN you can be aggressive
in adding to and rescuing those positions. Don’t
forget, other than CSCO, it’s not like the other
stocks are having a sale. We did not know BP
would have a spill last spring but, when they did,
it was pretty obvious to all of us value investors
that they were a screaming buy at $30 and RIG at
$45 was nice too. We even liked HAL at $25 and I
HATE those people! MEE was another disaster we
bought at $25 and SKX is still $20 and there are
tons of other great stocks we were able to buy on
sale BECAUSE we were not overcommitted. Step
back and think of where you are in the
perspective of a lifetime investing career ahead of
you and don’t feel so much pressure to press your
cash into play. It took you many years to earn
that money. It doesn’t have to be all deployed
overnight. If you are patient, the opportunities
will present themselves.
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Wildlife Wednesday - The Portu-Goose!
The U.S. equity markets were up on
Wednesday, with the Dow up 0.72% to 11,756, the
S&P up 0.89% to 1,286 and the Nasdaq up 0.75% to
2,737. Portugal’s successful bond auction along
with an improved outlook for banks helped soothe
investor fears. JP Morgan announced its intent to
pay an annual dividend of up to $1 per share once
the Federal Reserve completes its stress-testing of
the largest U.S. banks.
The orchestrated success of the Portuguese
bond auction allayed fears regarding the Euro,
and this knocked the Dollar down from
Wednesday’s high of 80.7 to a low of 80.8. Of
course, when the Dollar drops, the markets pop,
and that is exactly what happened. The chart
(left) showing the Dow versus UUP (as a proxy for
the Dollar), shows the pattern is not absolute, but
it is very much worth being aware of.
The Federal Reserve released its new POMO
schedule on Wednesday, with a total of
approximately $112Bn worth of Treasuries to be
bought between Thursday, January 13, and
Wednesday, February 9, on nearly every single day
of the upcoming 20 trading days. The resulting
POMO influx is bound to help to boost the
markets, but as Phil observed, “The dollar rules
the markets and even the mighty Goldman Sachs’
TradeBots can’t fight the multi-Trillion Dollar
daily Forex market for long.” The struggle
between the titanic forces of the Forex market
versus the vast resources of the Federal Reserve
and its continuing POMO operations is a primary, if
not the primary, impetus moving the markets.
On Wednesday Phil’s Stock World Associate
Sabrient posted “Safety Dance on Buy/Writes for
January: GCI, WFR, VECO, WRLD” reviewing four
VIRTUAL trades previously taken using Phil’s Buy/
Write Strategy to lower the cost basis of the long
positions. Phil called the VECO and WRLD
trades "TOO successful" because these stocks
outpaced expectations and were on track to be
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called away next week at options expiration-VECO with a 36% profit in 5 months, and WRLD
with a 25% profit in 3 months.
Gannett Co. (GCI), on the other hand, was up
only $0.33 cents since being added to the virtual
portfolio on July 26, 2010 at $14.52. This stock
demonstrates the benefit of entering long
posit ion s u sin g Ph il’s bu y/ writ e opt ion s
strategy. For each 100 shares of GCI purchased,
one Jan 2011 $15 call was sold for $1.75 and one
Jan 2011 $15 put was sold for $2.25. The premium
collected from selling options lowered the cost
basis by about $4.00. (As of the close on Friday
January 14, the call could be bought back for
$0.20 and the put could be bought back for $0.45,
although one side will expire worthless by the
January options expiration date.) Even without a
strong performance by GCI, the premium sold
minus the price to buy the options back will result
in a decent profit.
This process can be repeated. For example, if
we are long GCI stock, for each 100 shares of GCI
we own, we would sell one Jul 2011 $15 call for
$1.85 and sell one Jul $15 put for $2.10 (for total
proceeds of $3.95). When using this buy/write
strategy, we only buy part (e.g. half) of our
desired position because selling puts obligates us
to buy more stock at a lower price if the stock
drops below the strike price of the sold puts.
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13% Thursday - When Will You Capitulate?
Thursday was a slightly down day for the
markets, with the Dow down 0.2% to 11,731, the
S&P down 0.17% to 1,283 and the Nasdaq down
0.07% to 2,735. Investors were disappointed by
the latest unemployment numbers showing
seasonally adjusted initial claims for
unemployment were up to 445,000, which was an
increase from the previous week’s revised figure
of 410,000. The December Producer Price Index
came in up 1.1% versus 0.8% expected, showing
continuing inflationary pressures on input costs for
manufacturers. This news combined with the
Philly Fed revising down its December Business
Outlook from 24.3 to 20.8 helped dampen
investors appetites for stocks.
The Russell 2000 (RUT) has been our most
reluctant index, holding below our “Breakout 2”
level for days, long after the other four indexes
we track surpassed our target levels. The RUT
finally closed above 800 on Wednesday, but only in
the last few minutes of the day. It closed at
800.58 on Thursday, and ended Friday at 807.57.
Thus, as of now, all the indexes we track have
managed to climb above our Breakout 2 levels.

“

“As an optimist, it was easy for me to

say buy when I was one of the 15%
still bullish in March of 2009 – don’t
expect the same conviction from me
about selling in January of 2011.
We are
generally bullish. We are long-term bullish.
BUT – and it’s a Big But (not to mention
blasphemy) – I don’t think The Bernank is either
all powerful or infallible and I do believe that
‘some sort of surprise event out of Europe or
out of Asia or something major out of the US’
could happen at any moment. Thus, we remain
short-term cautious between now and April,
even as the rest of the market marches towards
99% bullishness around us.” - Phil
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Bryan Leighton from Traddr! summarized the
current market nicely, declaring, "It’s a neutral to
positive market and the only thing that can
change that is some sort of surprise event out of
Europe or out of Asia or something major out of
the US that the Fed is not ready for or prepared
for. If they are prepared for it – it will not happen
– it will not have a major effect on the markets."
Edward Harrison, the polylingual founder of
Credit Writedowns and a former diplomat and tech
executive, laid his cards on the table in
“Cautiously Optimistic into 2011.” Although his
overall outlook for the upcoming year is cautiously
optimistic, he has lingering doubts due to a few
key concerns including the European debt crisis,
U.S. state and municipal debt, housing,
commodity price inflation and currency wars.
Regarding Europe, Harrison wrote: “The
sovereign debt crisis refuses to go away. The
European periphery is hurting but the crisis has
infected the core via Belgium and Italy. I expect
the crisis to get worse before decisive action is
taken because that’s how politicians usually
respond. There are three options for the euro
zone: monetization, default, or break-up.”
On the subject of commodity price inflation,
Harrison remarked: “There is a real threat to
recovery from commodity price inflation. We have
already begun to see signs of food price riots,
food price controls and the like in emerging
markets. Additionally, Brent crude is at 27-month
highs, closing in on $100 a barrel. Just think back
to 2008; this type of commodity price inflation
was toxic and sowed the seeds of its (own)
demand destruction.”
Mr. Harrison has nicely summarized some of
our major concerns about the current state of the
global economy, and we highly recommend taking
the time to read his article in its entirety online.
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Fall Down Friday - A Little Reality into the
Weekend?
Friday was an up day for the markets, with
the Dow up 0.47% to 11,787, the S&P up 0.74%
to 1,293 and the Nasdaq up 0.73% to 2755. The
Dollar was down for the week, from Monday’s
high of 81.3 down to Friday’s low of 78.8,
before ending the week at 79.06. All five
indexes we track are now above our “Breakout
2” levels, giving us a technical basis for a
bullish investing premise. However, we still
want to wait until options expiration this
coming Friday, January 21, before making any
major decisions regarding new virtual
portfolios for 2011.
Multiple significant financial news items
were reported on Friday. December’s retail
sales report came in at a somewhat
disappointing $380.9Bn, an increase of 0.6%
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from November and 7.9% above December
2009. Sales of motor vehicles were down 0.8%
and electronics & appliance stores sales were
down 2.6%, gasoline station sales were up
1.0% after a 9.6% surge in November.
On Friday, January 7, Ben Bernanke
testified before the Senate Budget Committee
and when questioned about inflation, he
replied “The facts are that inflation is 1%
including food and fuel.” Yet Friday’s release
of the latest Consumer Price Index reported
prices rising 0.5% in December. It also showed
an overall increase of 1.5% over the past
twelve months.
Wages are not keeping up with inflationary
pressures. The Bureau of Labor Statistics “Real
Earnings” report for December revealed that
real average hourly earnings for all employees
fell 0.4% from November to December. A 0.1%
increase in average hourly earnings was more
than offset by the previously mentioned 0.5%
increase in the CPI. As the Wall Street Journal
reported, “Even at times of high
unemployment in the past, wages have been
very slow to fall, but not in this recession. To
an extent rarely seen since the Great
Depression, wages for a swath of the U.S.
labor force this time have taken a sharp and
swift fall.”
Rising commodity prices, in particular
rising food prices, are resulting in multiple
outbreaks of various forms of civil unrest
around the world. Tunisian president Zine alAbidine Ben Ali has abdicated his office in the
wake of massive protests over rising food
prices, unemployment and corruption. A state
of emergency has been declared in Tunisia,
and Prime Minister Mohammed Ghannouchi has
taken over as interim president. BBC news
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reported “The emergency decree bans
gatherings of more than three people and
imposes a nighttime curfew. Security forces

Inside Chat:
DClark asked Phil: “Are you trying to be too
perfect in your timing if you are long term
bullish? If you don’t expect a significant drop
then what is the point of being so heavily in
cash? If you are buying great companies with
great fundamentals are you really that
worried about a moderate pullback? Even if we
do get one, won’t our hedges buffer the
downside risk? I am just trying to get a clear
picture on what you are waiting for. It seems
the event you fear will be bigger than a
moderate pull back in which case you should
define yourself as bearish until it happens.
Personally, I am with you and your thinking. I
am scared as hell with all of this BS glossing
over some very nasty problems both here and
abroad.”
Phil: Why cash/DClark? Because if we get
the drop we expect then our cash will buy a lot
more stock. Why should I buy CAT for $93 when
I can hopefully buy it for $85 on a dip? Also,
since we plan on entering buy/writes, we also
expect a better VIX to give us better selling
prices on our short puts and calls. Meanwhile,
you act like we do nothing all day but we find
plenty of things to trade and we’re just two
weeks into the year so not feeling too much
pressure just yet. If you can’t think of any
possible way that you can wake up tomorrow
and have the markets on their way to a drop
that will blow out our 20% downside protection
on Buy/Writes – then go right ahead and spend
that cash. Otherwise, I’d rather stay flexible
while things are uncertain... Cash is good –
cash is opportunity.
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have been authorized to open fire on people
not obeying their orders.”
The Financial Times reported that the
“World moves closer to food price shock”
after the US government surprised traders by
cutting stock forecasts for key crops, sending
corn and soybean prices to their highest level
in 30 months. The price jump comes after the
UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization
warned last week that the world could see
repetition of the 2008 food crisis if prices
rose further. The trend is becoming a major
concern in developing countries.”
Posco, the world’s third largest steelmaker,
is based in Korea and trading under the symbol
PKX. Its fourth-quarter net profits were down
59% versus the same quarter in the previous
year. The report cited the “sluggish Global
recovery” and raw materials costs as being
factors contributing to the drop in profits.
Posco is a good example of a major company
suffering from the ill effects of “margin
compression.”
Phil commented on Posco’s earnings as
they related to the REAL economy: “it’s still
very rough out there. Posco, like many
others, does believe 2011 will be better but
PKX is already trading back at $106, down just
a bit from $140, where it traded most of
2007, when the company earned $4Bn on
$34Bn in sales. Last year, PKX earned $21M on
$31Bn in sales. I don’t have the full year but
analysts were looking for 634Bn Won of
income in Q4 and got 525Bn (divide by about
1,100 for $$$) so a big 20% miss with 14
analysts covering one of the World’s biggest
industrial firms. Do you see why I worry about
expectations being a bit too rosy?”
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The Week Ahead
Dracula, Frankenstein and the Wolfman are all
classic characters from the golden era of Universal
Studio’s horror movies. The insatiable hunger of
Dracula, the destructive potential of Frankenstein’s
monster, and the uncontrollable instincts of the
Wolfman are themes that make for great stories that
get handed down from generation to generation.
They are potent because they represent
psychological archetypes of the human experience,
magnified and exaggerated to create a vehicle for
storytelling.

problem wasn’t Ireland. It was the Euro. The logic
of that is inescapable. If it is the single currency
that is at the root of the crisis, it won’t stop here.
Where next? Portugal, most obviously.”

These stories are often entertaining and
thought-provoking when contained within the pages
of literature or the celluloid frames of moving
pictures. But when real-life phenomena reminds us
of these monsters, we may take a step back and
consider what is really going on. For example, who
needs a fictional Frankenstein’s monster to inspire
chills when we have the reality of today’s
FrankenBot robo-traders representing about 70% of
total trade volume on Wall Street? With events like
last May’s “Flash Crash” still fresh in our minds, the
fact remains: “For better or worse, the computers
are now in control.” (Algorithms Take Control of Wall
Street - Wired Magazine).

“Ultimately there will be a haircut to bonds
issued by certain governments in the eurozone, and
the longer we delay that recognition the bigger the
problem and the more disorderly the process will
be.” (El-Erian: European Bond Investors Must Accept
Losses).

If the dominance of Wall Street’s trading by
FrankenBots isn’t enough to send a satisfying chill
down your spine, how about the story of
FrankenBot’s cousin, FrankenCurrency? Also known
as “The Euro,” this unfortunate harbinger of
destruction is leaving a swath of broken banks and
devastated economies in its wake.
The Euro is now being referred to as a
“bankruptcy machine” by Bloomberg’s Matthew
Lynn, who notes, “Ireland had one of the most
successful economies in the world over the last two
decades. Its government was never profligate. When
the crisis hit, it didn’t bury its head in the sand the
way the Greeks did. It took every austerity measure
imaginable to try to fix its problems by itself -- and
without calling on outside assistance. In short, the
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Pimco’s Co-CEO Mohammed El-Erian was
interviewed by CNBC this week, where he discussed
the topic of European bonds, saying “The main issue
right now is the integrity of the eurozone is getting
weaker and weaker as we delay the problem... They
are simply kicking the can down the road.”

Perhaps you enjoy stories of vampires. There is
certainly no shortage of life-draining entities among
Wall Street’s motley cast of characters. Of course,
the prime company that everyone loves to hate
would have to be the “Vampire Squid,” but anyone
with an imagination could quickly come up with a
long list of candidates who would look perfectly
natural with vampire fangs.
Looking for something representing the savage
instincts of the Wolfman? Look no further than this
week’s bloody food riots in Tunisia that left over a
dozen people dead, along with the other riots and
protests that broke out in Morocco, Algeria, Jordan
and India. However, if zombies are more your style,
perhaps the continuing saga of Japan’s miserable
borderline “near-life” economy would fit the bill.
So how are investors enjoying the show? On the
surface, the last couple of months suggest it’s a
blockbuster. Stocks are rallying. The media is
celebrating the economic recovery. Bullish sentiment
is high and short selling of S&P 500 stocks has fallen
to one-year lows. It seems like people are lining up
around the block to participate.
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However, when we look at this week’s equity
inflows and outflows, we find that retail investors
are not nearly as enthusiastic about the markets as
the stock market rally indicates. The first week of
January saw the biggest outflow of funds from
domestic equity mutual funds since last October, as
$4.2Bn of retail investor cash left the markets.
The problems facing states and local goverments
are also lurking, although there's a wide range of
thoughts on the severity. While some might think
that the Federal Reserve would naturally bailout any
states or municipalities that need help, the Fed is
doing its best to nip those expectations in the
bud. On January 7, according to the Wall Street
Journal, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke
announced that the Fed had ruled out a central bank
bailout of state and local governments. “We have no
expectation or intention to get involved in state and
local finance,” he said in testimony before the
Senate Budget Committee. The states “should not
expect loans from the Fed.” (Ellen Brown, The Fed
Has Spoken: No Bailout For Main Street.)
On municipal bonds, Mish Shedlock writes,

“While sentiment will certainly impact rates, if
several major municipalities blowup, or even if
people think they might, there could be a massacre
in munis across the board. I see little reason to
invest in munis until that happens. In the
meantime, default risk is unappreciated in general,
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even though I disagree with Meredith Whitney who I
believe overstates the problem.” (Pimco CEO says
“Europe is Kicking the Can, Bondholder Haircut
Coming.”)
The Fed released the Beige Book this week. We
have included Phil’s commentary as a bonus section
at the end of this week’s newsletter. As Phil wrote in
his review, “If everything else (in the Beige Book
were positive), the Real Estate section alone would
be a good reason to short the market. We lost 6M
jobs in real estate and construction and they are not
coming back in 2011 – that’s year 3 of no work for
those people. Also, construction is our great
ultimate consumer of the commodity resources that
are being stockpiled by speculators. Can China
really continue to carry the Global ball for another
year?”
We are continuing to watch the markets, aware
that it is acting impressively in its unstoppable
ascent and the RUT’s breakout over 800. We are still
concerned about the European debt crisis, state and
municipal debt in the United States, the housing
market, commodity price inflation, widespread riots
over food prices, and currency wars.
Pharmboy’s trade for the week involves Genoptix
Medical Laboratory (GXDX). Genoptix “is a
specialized consultative laboratory service provider
focused on delivering personalized and
comprehensive services to community-based
hematologists and oncologists.” It
specializes in diagnosing cancers and
disorders in blood and lymph systems,
solid tumors, and molecular testing.
At Phil’s Stock World, we started
watching GXDX late last year, and
Ph a r m b o y l i k e s t h e A u g 2 0 1 1
$17.5/22.5 bull call spread for $2.25
or better. The spread pays a maximum
of $5 if GXDX closes at or above
$22.50 on options expiration in
August. He is pairing this with the sale
of the Aug 2011 $17.5 puts for $1.25,
thereby reducing the payment to $1.
As always, be careful out there!
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Special Bonus Supplement - Wednesday
Beige Book Highlights
Editor's Note: Below is the “Summary of
Commentary on Current Economic
Conditions” (aka “The Beige Book”) as released
by the Fed on January 12. Phil uses colors in the
text of the FOMC minutes to indicate what he
sees as positive (green) and negative (red) for the
economy. Phil's comments (blue) appear in this
section in quotes and bold Italics.

Nonfinancial service-sector contacts in the Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, Chicago, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San
Francisco Districts cited demand increases ranging
from slight to "relatively strong." Transportation
services were more mixed, with the Cleveland,
Atlanta, and Kansas City Districts noting stable to
slowing shipping volumes.

Reports from the twelve Federal Reserve Districts
suggest that economic activity continued to
expand moderately from November through
December. Conditions were said to be improving in
the Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Richmond
Districts. Activity increased modestly to
moderately in the Cleveland, Atlanta, Chicago, St.
Louis, Kansas City, and Dallas Districts. The
economy of the Minneapolis District "continued its
moderate recovery," while that of the San
Francisco District "firmed further" in the reporting
period leading up to the close of 2010. Conditions
were generally said to be better in Districts’
manufacturing, retail, and nonfinancial services
sectors than in financial services or real estate.

Financial conditions were mixed across the
Districts reporting on it, with overall loan demand
slowly improving in Philadelphia and Richmond
and weaker in St. Louis and Dallas. The Atlanta,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco
Districts cited increased activity in the energy
sector, while energy production in the Cleveland
District was stable.

“

“

Overall, then, a moderate outlook. Is
that going to be strong enough to
sustain a rally?

Contacts in the manufacturing sector in all
Districts reported that activity continued to
recover, with the Richmond and Chicago
Districts citing especially solid gains in orders.
However, the Boston, Atlanta, and Dallas Districts
noted that business remained weak for
manufacturers selling into the construction sector.
Retailers in all Districts indicated that sales
appeared to be higher in this holiday season than
in 2009 and, in some cases, better than
expectations.
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Residential real estate markets remained weak
across all Districts. Commercial construction
was described as subdued or slow, while
commercial leasing activity reportedly increased in
the Richmond, Chicago, Minneapolis, and Kansas
City Districts.

So our first definitive statement
sucks (as usual when looking at Real
Estate).

Most District reports cited comments by both
retailers and manufacturers that costs were
rising, but indicated that competitive pressures
had led to only modest pass-through into final
prices. Labor markets appeared to be firming
somewhat in most Districts, as some modest
hiring beyond replacement was said to have
occurred and/or was planned in a variety of
sectors. At the same time, however, upward
pressure on wages was reportedly very limited.

“

In other words, Ben heard that Janet
knew a guy who met a guy who said
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he knew someone who might be getting a
job so let’s pretend that’s our report!
Most Districts indicated that business contacts
were positive about the outlook, although still
generally cautious. The Dallas District noted
modest increases in optimism and positive
outlooks across a range of sectors, Chicago stated
that contacts were cautiously optimistic about
the 2011 outlook, and New York cited
widespread optimism about the near-term
outlook; The St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
and San Francisco Districts all pointed to planned
increases in hiring by their contacts as evidence
of expected strengthening in business activity in
2011. Contacts in the Philadelphia District
foresaw "improving economic conditions in 2011,
but … not strong growth."

“

Show us the Jobs!

Manufacturing
The manufacturing sector continued to recover
across all Districts. Contacts in the Richmond,
Chicago, and St. Louis Districts identified a
strong flow of new orders. Respondents in the
Chicago District pointed to pent-up demand for
both light and heavy motor vehicles, attributed
to an aging fleet, as a key driver of activity in
the manufacturing sector. The Cleveland District
described orders as above expectations and
respondents in the New York District noted that
orders had picked up since the prior report.
Overall, demand was generally characterized as
stable and steady, and no District made mention
of lingering fears of a double-dip recession, in
contrast to the summer reporting periods.
Capacity utilization continued to trend higher and
is approaching normal rates for some contacts
in the Cleveland and San Francisco Districts, while
production in high-tech manufacturing was
reportedly at high capacity in Dallas; some
manufacturers in the St. Louis and Minneapolis
Districts said they have or will soon expand
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capacity. Production levels increased in the
Cleveland, Atlanta, Chicago, and Kansas City
Districts. On the negative side, the Philadelphia
District characterized the flow of new orders as
"erratic," while the Boston, Atlanta, and Dallas
Districts identified construction-related
manufacturers as continuing to show considerable
weakness, and makers of wood products in the St.
Louis and San Francisco Districts reported very
soft demand.
The Boston, Cleveland, and San Francisco Districts
reported concerns about input prices,
particularly of commodities; manufacturers in
the Boston, Cleveland, and Richmond Districts
indicated they had experienced lengthening lead
times, shortages, or other difficulty obtaining
supplies of some inputs. Only St. Louis
mentioned firms with substantial investment
plans for 2011. Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, St.
Louis, and Kansas City reported that some
factories had plans to increase employment,
although these hiring plans were typically
characterized as modest. The Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Chicago, Kansas City, Dallas, and San
Francisco Districts described the 2011
manufacturing outlook as optimistic.

You’re asking people who run plants
over the 2010/11 holiday season
what they think about next year and
this is the best you can get out of
them? Clearly the ones that survived the
last few years should be optimistic but
that’s a lot of caution overall.

“

Consumer Spending and Tourism
Retail spending showed improvement across all
Districts, with most retailers reporting sales
growth consistent with or ahead of plan for the
recent 2010 holiday season. Boston, Richmond,
Atlanta, Chicago, and Kansas City observed
consumers positively reacting to promotions and
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discounting, although Philadelphia and San
Francisco reported that retailers relied less
heavily on discounting. Inclement weather,
including the late December blizzard, had some
impact on sales in the New York and Philadelphia
Districts. New York , Cleveland, and Chicago cited
increased consumer confidence.
Automobile sales were either steady or up in
eight Districts during the reporting period,
while New York stated that auto sales were
"mixed but generally at favorable levels" and
Kansas City noted limited auto sales but expected
future improvement from additional incentives.
Philadelphia, Cleveland, and Dallas indicated that
vehicle inventories were at appropriate levels for
the current sales rate. Cleveland reported an
increase in leasing activity, while the effect of
rising gasoline prices on sales of less fuelefficient models was a concern cited by some
dealers in Philadelphia.
Tourism was characterized as positive or
improved in the Richmond, Atlanta, Minneapolis,
Kansas City, and San Francisco Districts, while
New York described tourist activity as brisk.
Contacts from the Richmond, Kansas City, and
Minneapolis Districts observed a strong start to
the winter ski season, although unfavorable
weather conditions at the end of December led to
deteriorating conditions for winter activities in
some areas of the Minneapolis District. New York
City’s Broadway theaters reported increased
attendance and revenue compared with the 2009
holiday season. Occupancy rose in the Atlanta and
San Francisco Districts’ major hotel markets.
Room rates continued to run ahead of comparable
2009 levels in the New York and the Kansas City
Districts, although rates have fallen in Kansas
City since the last survey. Atlanta and San
Francisco noted rising business travel.
Nonfinancial Services
Activity was said to be steady to increasing among
Districts reporting on nonfinancial services.
Providers of information technology services saw
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increases in sales in the Kansas City and San
Francisco Districts. Advertising and consulting
contacts in the Boston District reported
significant growth in demand.
In the Dallas District, legal firms noted an uptick
in demand for services, while accounting firms
reported seasonal slowness. Reports from the
healthcare sector were mixed; St. Louis and
Minneapolis reported ongoing increases in demand
for healthcare workers, while San Francisco
indicated a slight weakening in demand for
healthcare services and Richmond reported little
change.
Demand for staffing services remained on an
upward trend, with increases reported by New
York, Philadelphia, Richmond, and Chicago. In
addition, an employment-agency contact in the
New York District observed increased demand for
employees in the legal and financial services
sectors, while the Dallas District noted strong,
steady demand for workers in the professional,
technical, healthcare, and finance fields. Reports
from the transportation services sector were
mixed, with increased demand reported by
trucking firms and airports in the Richmond
District, and slower overall activity in the Kansas
City District.
Freight companies in the Cleveland District noted
stable volumes over the past six weeks, and
contacts in the Atlanta District reported
moderating freight volumes after significant
increases in earlier 2010 reporting periods.

“

Generally a very good set.

Real Estate and Construction
Activity in residential real estate and new
home construction remained slow across all
Districts. A majority of the Districts, including
Boston, New York, Cleveland, Atlanta, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Dallas, and San Francisco
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characterized local housing markets as weak
and sluggish with little change from the
previous reporting period. Kansas City noted
further weakening, while Richmond received
reports of both flat activity and further
declines.
The St. Louis District saw additional declines in
existing home sales, but also cited increased new
home construction permits. All Districts
attributed slumping activity to concerns about
the pace of economic recovery, especially in
employment, while the Philadelphia, Atlanta,
and Chicago Districts mentioned difficulty
obtaining credit as another constraint on
demand. High levels of existing home
inventories continued to damp the pace of new
home construction in most Districts reporting on
construction, although Boston, Richmond, Dallas,
and San Francisco mentioned pick-ups in
multifamily construction within their Districts.
Home prices generally declined or held steady
in the New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City,
Minneapolis, and San Francisco Districts; the New
York, Atlanta, Chicago, and San Francisco Districts
mentioned distressed properties placing
downward pressure on prices. Boston reported
rising median home prices across most states in
the District, but contacts attributed those
increases to relatively higher sales of more
expensive properties rather than a general
upward movement in home prices. Outlooks for
residential real estate in the coming year were
mixed, with contacts in most Districts described
as expecting continued weak conditions.
Commercial real estate markets displayed mixed
results across the Districts again this reporting
period, as leasing markets exhibited increasing
signs of recovery and nonresidential construction
remained weak. Leasing activity increased
modestly in the Richmond, Chicago, Minneapolis,
and Kansas City Districts and showed tentative
improvement in the Dallas District. Vacancy rates,
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while quite high across the country, fell
marginally in the Kansas City District and in New
York City’s office market.
Leasing market fundamentals held roughly
steady in the Boston, Philadelphia, and San
Francisco Districts. Commercial construction
activity was described as very limited across
most Districts, with the bulk of new activity
coming from projects related to healthcare,
public infrastructure, and multifamily housing.
Contacts in most Districts expected modest
improvements in commercial leasing in 2011,
although the outlook for construction was mixed
and some Districts noted rising costs as a
concern.

If everything else were green, the
Real Estate section alone would be a
good reason to short the market. We
lost 6M jobs in real estate and construction
and they are not coming back in 2011 –
that’s year 3 of no work for those people.
Also, construction is our great ultimate
consumer of the commodity resources that
are being stockpiled by speculators. Can
China really continue to carry the Global
ball for another year?

“

Banking and Financial Services
Reports on credit activity were mixed across
Federal Reserve Districts. Overall, loan demand
was reported as stable in San Francisco, mixed in
New York, steady to slightly softer in Kansas City,
weaker in St. Louis and Dallas, and slowly
improving in Philadelphia and Richmond. Demand
for consumer loans declined in the New York,
Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City, and San
Francisco Districts. By contrast, consumer lending
increased in the Dallas District, and exceeded
expectations in the Chicago District.
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Bankers in Philadelphia, Cleveland, and Richmond
anticipate consumer lending to expand in 2011.
Demand for commercial and industrial loans was
flat in New York, Kansas City, and San Francisco.
Lenders in the New York, Cleveland, Minneapolis,
Kansas City, and San Francisco Districts noted a
drop in residential mortgage refinancing owing
to the recent rise in interest rates, whereas
Richmond reported strong demand for home
refinancing.
The Cleveland and Richmond Districts observed a
pick-up in auto lending. Demand for residential
real estate loans eased in New York and Kansas
City, remained weak in Cleveland and Dallas,
but increased in the Richmond District. Real
estate lending declined in the St. Louis District.
Lending in the commercial mortgage category
increased in New York, was unchanged in Kansas
City, and was weak in Dallas, with the exception
of multifamily.
Most Districts reporting on credit quality
described it as improving, while bankers in the
Cleveland District said that quality remained
stable or edged up slightly. Reports on credit
standards were mixed in New York, while
standards were said to have eased somewhat in
Atlanta, remained restrictive in San Francisco,
and held steady in Kansas City.
Delinquency rates were flat or trending down in
Cleveland, while delinquency rates in the New
York District rose for commercial mortgages,
decreased in the consumer lending category, and
remained unchanged for all other loans. Total
deposits rose in the Cleveland and St. Louis
Districts and were stable in the Kansas City
District.

“

That is one mixed-up report!
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Unfavorable weather conditions damped
agricultural production in some areas. The
Dallas District reported that drought negatively
affected range conditions by adding to costs of
feeding livestock, while Atlanta cited the
challenges prolonged drought presented to fruit
growers. The Kansas City District indicated that
dry weather could affect winter wheat
development. Large snow falls hampered some
ranchers in the Minneapolis District. However,
agricultural demand generally improved among
reporting Districts, and output prices rose,
especially for corn, soybeans, wheat, cattle,
and cotton.

The Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco
Districts reported increased drilling activity.
Cleveland cited fairly stable oil production, while
the Atlanta District experienced the highest level
of oil production in more than six years during
the fourth quarter of 2010. Prices for crude oil
and natural gas either stayed steady or slightly
increased in the Cleveland, Minneapolis, Kansas
City, and Dallas Districts. Cleveland reported
steady coal production and prices, while the St.
Louis District saw coal production increase.

“

All good for Ag investments as long as
they are not the ones with damaged
crops.

Prices and Labor Markets
Most District reports mentioned increasing
prevalence of cost pressures but only modest
pass-through into final prices because of
competitive pressures. Philadelphia and San
Francisco noted somewhat reduced discounting in
the retail sector during the holiday selling season,
while New York, Minneapolis, and Dallas indicated
retail prices were stable, Richmond said retail
price increases had slowed, and Chicago and
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Kansas City cited discounting or depressed retail
margins. For both retailers and manufacturers,
increases in selling prices, if occurring, were said
to be selective.
Specific markets or products identified as
experiencing high or rising prices included
various food products, steel and other metals,
building materials, textiles, chemicals, and
petroleum-related products. Many Districts
mentioned concerns among business contacts that
petroleum-related prices, already above yearearlier levels, will continue rising in 2011. The
Philadelphia and Kansas City reports indicated
that manufacturing firms planned to attempt
more price increases in 2011, while some
manufacturers in the Boston District were
uncertain their price increases would stick and
the Chicago report projected only "limited and
gradual" pass-through.

We e k o f J a n u a r y 1 6 , 2 0 1 1
Overall wage pressures remained subdued; the
Philadelphia District reported "mostly steady
wages," Cleveland said "wage pressures are
contained," Chicago indicated "wage pressures
remained moderate," Minneapolis and Kansas
City stated wage increases or wage pressure
"remained subdued," and the Dallas and San
Francisco reports described wage pressures as
"minimal" or "largely absent."

On the whole, nothing stunning.
Nothing too bad that we didn’t
already know but again – THIS is the
report of a market making new alltime highs? I guess it’s on to Dow 20,000 if
anything good actually does happen. This
report puts the ball back in Europe’s court
this week followed by our earnings next
week. This race is going down to the wire!

“

Labor markets in most Districts appear to be
firming somewhat, but with virtually no upward
pressure on wages. All District reports indicated
that employment levels are rising in at least some
sectors, generally by modest amounts; however,
some employers in the New York, St. Louis, and
Minneapolis Districts also mentioned job cuts.
Staffing firms in the New York, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Richmond, Chicago, and Dallas
Districts gave positive reports; Cleveland,
Richmond, and Atlanta said some firms were
raising work hours instead of or in addition to
hiring.
The Boston, New York, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, and San Francisco
Districts indicated that business contacts planned
to continue or increase their pace of hiring in
2011. Some employers in the Boston, Atlanta, and
San Francisco Districts expressed concern about
added costs for healthcare; the Boston,
Cleveland, and Chicago Districts noted selected
skill shortages in some sectors.
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Next Week’s Economic Calendar
Monday 17
MLK Jr Holiday:
All Markets Closed

Tuesday 18

Wednesday 19

8:30 AM: Empire State 7:00 AM: MBA Purchase
Mfg. Survey
Applications
7:45 AM: ICSC Goldman Store Sales

10:00 AM: Existing
Home Sales

10:00 AM: Housing
Market Index

8:30 AM: Housing
Starts

10:00 AM: Philly Fed
Survey

11:00 AM: 4-Week Bill
Announcement

8:55 AM: Redbook

11:00 AM: EIA
Petroleum Status
report

11:30 AM: 6-Month Bill
Auction
POMO DAY
($1Bn - $2Bn)

Friday 21

8:30 AM: Jobless
Claims

9:00 AM: Treasury
International Capital

11:30 AM: 3-Month Bill 11:30 AM: 4-Week Bill
Auction
Auction

NO POMO TODAY

Thursday 20

11:00 AM: 3-Month
and 6-Month Bill
Announcements
11:00 AM: 2-Year, 5Year and 7-Year Note
Announcements

POMO DAY
($6Bn - $8Bn)

POMO DAY
($1.5Bn - $2.5Bn)

POMO DAY
($7Bn - $9Bn)

Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon
information that is considered to be reliable. However, neither Philstockworld, LLC (PSW) nor its affiliates warrant its
completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither PSW nor its affiliates are
responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. Past performance,
including the tracking of virtual trades and portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future
results. Neither Phil, Optrader, Oxen Group or anyone related to PSW is a registered financial adviser and they may
hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell based on
anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great.
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial
instrument. Securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any
opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and are only intended at the
moment of their issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does not constitute advice on the
tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. This material does not take into account your particular
investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to you of any particular
securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it is suitable for your
particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek professional advice.
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